New Policy Regarding Our Display Garden.
*** Our business is structured into different facets, and the ones our visitors are most aware of is the Nursery/Growing
operation, our Gift Shop, and most notably our Display Garden.
*** For the past 15 years it has been our joy to share and otherwise make our Display Garden available to the General
Public, with no obligation, and for no charge. And of course the Display Garden has always been a notable asset for
those visitors who would enjoy viewing the Daylilies in person, and then select those cultivars they wish to purchase
from our Nursery; no picture can truly substitute for ability to view the total plant in person.
*** Last season we had Covid19 Protocols in place, which in essence announced to our visitors what we were and
weren’t doing different from previous years, and allowed each individual to decide for themselves, what level of
precaution they wished to employ, even if it meant not visiting at all last year.
*** We had hoped that this year might be a return to past years, but indications are that we are at the mercy of
whatever policies and procedures may be imposed upon us from all levels of government. As businesses know, you
need to act on what the present conditions dictate, and not what may be in the future. Coupled with this are onerous
regulations, which keep being piled on year after year, restricting us from implementing various means to lessen our
individual workloads, among the combined operations.
*** Therefore starting this season, we are converting to a Private Display Garden, which means that visiting is restricted
to invited guests, or by scheduling a personal appointment, although we intend to have scheduled a few Open House
Days throughout the season. If you possess a Gift Certificate, that automatically is granted as an invite, we would just
need to pick a date and time.
*** Soon we will announce when we are ready to schedule appointments, so if you’ve had a favorite date you enjoyed
from past seasons, keep it at the ready for when be begin booking visits.
*** Because of this policy change, it does directly affect the whole concept of walking the Display Garden, selecting out
plants, and taking them home with you. Rest assured that we are working through this situation, and the final results
may in fact be more advantageous to those wishing to shop for plants.
*** Our current method of online shipping remains in place; go to our website (www.LastingDreamsDaylilies.com) to
view our Catalog, and view the Photo Albums here on Facebook, place orders by phone, e-mail, or by mail using the
order form also found on our website. We will post when both the 2021 Catalog & Albums are available; we will be
implementing a cart system on our website as everything evolves.
*** This is the plan for now, based on what the current conditions are, coupled with the signals and comments coming
from various government officials and agencies; if matters drastically change, we will adapt and notify everyone by
posting any future actions.
*** Thank You everyone for your continued support and business.

